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ABSTRACT

"Chautara" a popular Nepali word, representing the Anthropological study, at Pokhara

metropolitan-16, for the purpose of attempting to describe multi aspects of ecological,

cultural and symbolic interpretation of participation of local people in construction

and management of Chautara at Pokhara metropolitan-16. Importance of Chautara is

still reliable as before or it is useless or obstacle of development activities. This study

has described the people's participation, beliefs, and values to construct the Chautara.

The broad sense of objectives of this study has been explore about local people's

participation in the construction and management of Chautara and specific objectives

are as following.

 To find out the ecological, cultural and symbolic interpretation of Chautaras.

 To find out the main cause of deteriorating Chautaras.

 To find out the pattern of participation of local people in construction and

management of Chautara.

This research study is framed theoretically within the concept of New-Evolutionism,

cultural ecology, culture and symbolism and structuralism and functionalism. This

research study is designed with exploratory, descriptive method. Interview,

observation and case study technique are used to collect primary data where as key

informants, references and internets are used to collect secondary data. The research

study is focused on Chautaras, which are constructed and managed by local people's

participation at Batulechaur and Lamachaur area of Pokhara metropolitan-16 and the

basis of census with the selection of 42 Chautara's and local people who are involved

in construction and management of these Chautara's directly or indirectly.

Chautaras has great significant value to manage local ecology and environment by

using indigenous knowledge to construct Chautara, there are strong beliefs of

altruism, willing to have son as well as protect the specific trees. After construction of

Chautara, there are ritual of marriage" Prachistha" and tradition of "Dharma Sala" at

the month of Baisakh.
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Chautara is a symbol of family and responsibility. It is also symbol of law and justice

as well as status and prestige of people at society. Being constructed in the public land

main road sides, it is becoming the victim as well as obstacle of infrastructural

development. Different variables like new tenure system of land, pressure of land and

rising value of land have been caused the encroachment of land by the local elite

political leader and other institution.

Changing of development concepts and practices the pattern of local people's

participation in construction and management of chautara is changing. There is

existence of conflict between construction and distruction of chautara.
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Glossary

Baisakh: The first month of year (Bikram Sambat)

Bar: Ficus benghalensis

Bisauni: Stopping place for resting purpose for travelers, farmers,

porters and walkers

Chautara: A rectangular or circular shaped place, foundation resting

above the earth surface, made by Individual or group of people

to plant the scared trees.

Chautara chinne: The construction of Chautara

Deurali Than : The shrine place for temple for local goddess which is worship

to protect against natural disaster.

Dhami-Jhakri : A faith-healer.

Durga: The supreme goddess of power sect of Hindu religion.

Ghat : The place near the bank where Hindu death rituals are done.

Gufa or Gupha: The cave

Jibre phul: Hibiscus rosasinesis

Kapur : Cinnamum camphora

Lakuri: Fraximus thoribunda

Maulo: The thick wooden stick or peg which is kept at the center of

pond/ infront of Durga Temple.

Panchapallab: The leaves of scared trees use in Hindu auspicious rituals.

Purkha: Ancestor

Sammi: Ficus benjamina

Shiva: The Hindu supreme god of destruction

Shivalaya : Temple of Shiva
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